TOPIC SUMMARY

The numbers below refer to sections within the topic, not to page numbers

NOUNS
1 Function of nouns
2 Noun spelling
3 Gender of nouns
4 Guessing noun gender
5 Plurals
6 Plural formation patterns
7 Dictionary symbols
8 Gender in the plural
9 Number and case (see Adjectives §§ 3-7)
10 Possession in nouns: von; the genitive
11 Compound nouns
12 Irregular nouns
13 Adjectival nouns
14 Dative plurals in -n
15 Accusative of definite time
16 Infinitives as nouns

PRONOUNS
1 Definition and function of pronouns
2 Pronouns replace noun phrases
3 Kinds of pronouns
4 Demonstrative pronouns
5 Personal pronouns
6 Possessive pronouns
7 Interrogative pronouns
8 Relative pronouns
9 Personal pronoun summary
10 Endings of possessive pronouns
11 du, dich, dir, dein
12 ihr, euch, euer
13 Personal pronoun summary
14 Pronouns combined with prepositions; da-
15 Relative pronouns
16 Definite and indefinite pronouns
17 man
18 jemand, niemand
19 nichts, etwas, alles
20 Interrogative pronouns
21 wem, wen
22 Reflexive pronouns

ADJECTIVES AND ADVERBS
1 Adjectives and adverbs defined
2 der/die/das as gender markers
3 Subjects; d- in the nominative case
4 Direct objects; d- in the accusative case
5 Indirect objects; d- in the dative case
6 Possession; d- in the genitive case
7 Summary of the definite article
8 Summary of the indefinite article; kein
9 ein-, kein- as pronouns
10 Endings of unpreceded adjectives
11 Adjective endings after ein: masculine and neuter nominative and accusative
12 Adjective endings after ein: feminine nominative and accusative
13 Adjective endings after ein: dative
14 Adjective endings after ein: genitive
15 Summary of adjective endings after ein
16 Adjective endings after d-: nominative and accusative
17 Adjective endings after d-: genitive and dative
18 welch-, dies-, jed-, solch-
19 Endings of adjectives in series
20 Adjectival nouns
21 Adjectival nouns of national identity
22 Comparison: positive, comparative, superlative
23 Positive forms
24 Comparative forms
25 Comparative forms with umlauted stem vowel
26 Comparative forms with endings
27 so . . . wie
28 -er als
29 Comparison strategy
30 Use of adverb + comparative form for greater precision
31 Superlative forms
32 Umlauted and irregular superlatives
33 Definition of adverbs
34 Adverb phrases
35 Superlative adverbs ending in am-sten
36 Word order of adverbs
37 Combining adverbs for greater precision
38 noch, nicht mehr, kein- . . . mehr
39 schon, erst, noch nicht, noch kein-
40 gern, lieber, am liebsten
41 hie
42 her
43 -lang for adverbs of time and distance

VERBS
1 Verb stem and ending
2 Tense: past, present, future
3 Tense signals
4 Present tense: stem vowel remains
5 Subjects match endings
6 Person and number
7 Pronouns and endings
8 du + st
9 ihr + t
10 Present tense + adverb = future tense
11 Present tense + seit
12 Stem-changing verbs
13 Stem changes with du
14 The verb sein
15 du bist, ihr seid
16 er, sie, es hat
17 du hast
18 möchte as a modal pattern
19 Function of the modal verbs
20 Five other modals
21 Word order of modals; sehen, hören, and lassen as modals